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Wireless Controller / GamePad PXN-P50 NSW HALL
Need a game controller that works for both Nintendo Switch and PC? Then the PXN-P50 is just for you. The gamepad features a 6-axis
gyroscope, NFC readout and Turbo functions. It allows you to program macros and change the operating parameters through a dedicated
application. It draws power from a powerful battery that allows you to achieve up to 20 hours of operation on a single charge.
 
Many useful features
The  gamepad  is  characterized  by  the  use  of  a  number  of  practical  modes  and  solutions.  The  Wake-up  function  allows  you  to  restore
operation from sleep mode with the press of any button. What's more, you can also use the Turbo function, which allows you to get the
effect of pressing a button multiple times with a single click. The function has Manual and Auto modes, so you can configure the settings
once - and come back to them the next time you're in session.
 
More features
The controller is equipped with a 6-axis gyroscope, which allows it to work with Motion Control technology. In addition, you will get the
ability to freely adjust the vibration intensity - separately for each handle of the controller. This will allow you to enter a higher level of
immersion and ensure a perfect gaming experience.
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Efficient power supply
The controller draws its power from an efficient lithium battery with a capacity of 550 mAh. It allows for up to 20 hours of operation of the
device on a single charge. Power can be restored in about 2 hours. Thanks to this, the gamepad will accompany you during long gaming
sessions, without unnecessary interruptions.
 
Dedicated application
The  gamepad  comes  with  a  special  companion  application  so  you  can  customize  its  parameters.  You  will  gain  access  to  macro
programming, change the sensitivity of the joysticks or the vibration level. From its level you will also adjust the Turbo function. 
 
Manufacturer
PXN
Model
PXN-P50 NSW HALL
Color
White
Connection
Wired / Bluetooth
Bluetooth version
5.0
Battery capacity
550mA
Operating current
20mA
Operating voltage
5V
Operating time on a single charge
Up to 20h
Charging time
About 2h
Charging port
USB type-C
Number of programmable buttons
2
Touchpad
No
Vibration
Yes
Built-in speaker
No
NFC function
Yes
Compatibility
Nintendo Switch, Windows 7/8/10/11 (Bluetooth connection only supports Steam platform games, others require a cable connection)
Dimensions
163x106x61mm
Weight
216g
Other
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Dedicated app

Preço:

€ 30.00

Jogos, Gaming controllers
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